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Gas Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR): Final Technical Report 
 

1 Part 1: Publishable Final Report 

1.1 Executive publishable summary 

The challenges that will be faced this century, in terms of meeting the growing energy 
demand both in Europe and world-wide, are well recognised.  The framework in 
which these challenges will have to be met in Europe is already being shaped.  In the 
deregulated electricity supply market economic aspects are one of the important 
factors in the choice between competing energy supply systems (nuclear, fossil fuel, 
renewables,…), but not the only important factor.  The effective management of 
precious resources and the growing awareness of the effects of greenhouse gas 
emissions on climatic change are also likely to exert an increasing influence in the 
future.   
 
Within this framework, cost competitive nuclear fission power is likely to form a 
prominent part of a balanced energy supply mix in the next century. Within the 
nuclear park, fully developed commercial fast breeder reactors, able to meet the most 
up-to-date safety and economic targets, will be required if uranium is to be considered 
a truly sustainable energy source for future generations and the utilisation of the waste 
material from the thermal reactors realised (reduction in long term waste burden).  
 
Today there is a resurgence of interest in gas-cooled fast reactors (GCFR). The 
sodium-cooled fast reactor has reached an advanced stage of development, but the 
major factors influencing the choice of coolant in the early days of fast breeder 
development are now less important. The changed circumstances that have brought 
this about are the relaxation of the challenging core specifications, which were 
particularly disadvantageous to GCFR, required for the rapid introduction of fast 
reactor with limited stocks of plutonium. Additionally the poor performance of the 
thermal gas cooled reactors, which had a negative influence when GCFRs were being 
pursued during the 1980s, has been transformed. Also the hard neutron spectrum of 
the GCFR and good maintainability and inspectability has assumed greater 
importance. 
 
The objectives of this GCFR study were to review the earlier technologies that could 
allow realisation of a GCFR, to evaluate the main safety characteristics and the safety 
feasibility of the concept and to investigate the integration of a gas-cooled fast reactor 
(GCFR) into the nuclear fuel cycle. 
 
The study provides further confirmation that the GCFR concepts are securely based 
on the gas cooled thermal reactor technology and the fast reactor core demonstrated in 
the European Liquid Metal Fast Reactors (LMFRs). The adequacy of the safety 
protection, defence in depth and demonstration that modern safety requirements can 
be satisfied has been illustrated by examination of selected key transients. The fuel 
cycle review demonstrates the flexibility of the GCFR to adapt to the changing 
requirements of the fuel cycle from the traditional high breeding rates, to managing 
the plutonium stock pile and the self sustaining holistic fuel cycle. A remarkable 
degree of flexibility is possible for breeding and burning plutonium with a broad 
range of compositions without the need for a change in the design. 
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Whilst a self sustaining GCFR can be safe, economic and securely based on proven 
technology, it is also a vehicle for development. This development should be directed 
at improved safety and economics that can be realised in the medium term and 
includes an interest in higher temperature fuels and materials, inherent safety 
characteristics and cycle efficiency. Although the development needs to be directed at 
the particular requirements of a self sustaining fast reactor e.g. hard neutron flux and 
fuel that can be reprocessed there are synergies with the HTR development which 
should be used to advantage in the utilisation of the R&D resource. 
 
The study has prepared the ground for the European contribution to the Generation IV 
Roadmap in which the GCFR has been selected as one of the 6 key concepts. 
 

1.2 Publishable synthesis report  

Report is not confidential so chapter 1.2 is not required 
 

2 Part 2: Detailed Final Report 

2.1 Objectives and strategic aspects 

Today’s thermal nuclear reactors have reached a high stage of development and are 
able, economically, to make a significant contribution to the world energy supply.  
However, fast breeder reactors will be required if uranium is to be considered a truly 
sustainable energy source for the future.  The sodium-cooled fast reactor, its fuel and 
its reprocessing technology are the only demonstrated technologies for high utilisation 
of the natural uranium resource.  The European Fast Reactor (EFR) represents the 
culmination of several years of collaboration in Europe.  It is highly developed, 
meeting the most up-to-date safety requirements, optimised for economic power 
generation and could allow the introduction of commercial fast reactors into the 
European nuclear park.   However, under the current conditions of low fuel prices, 
including uranium, there is not the motivation to launch a new technology in parallel 
with the thermal nuclear reactors. 
 
The requirements that can be envisaged today for the introduction of fast reactors are 
very different to those that determined the early design selections. The scarcity of 
highly enriched uranium and plutonium, led to the adoption of very high power 
density cores to minimise fissile inventory, and high breeding rates to allow the rapid 
introduction of fast reactors into the nuclear park.  This led to the selection of sodium 
as the coolant because of its excellent thermal and neutronic properties. The current 
more relaxed core specifications aimed at sustainability have lower ratings and allow 
the choice of gas as the coolant. With the gas coolant there are also benefits for plant 
inspectability and maintainability, avoidance of chemical hazards and elimination of 
the important safety issue associated with the coolant void effect in sodium cooled 
fast reactors.   
 
As well as the longer term objective that fast reactors can fulfil to have a sustainable 
fuel supply there is a current interest in exploring particular advantages of the fast 
reactor to consume plutonium to reduce the stockpile and irradiate minor actinides 
and fission products to reduce the long-term toxicity of nuclear wastes from the 
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reactor park.  Within this framework, the GCFR has a number of potential advantages 
to offer. 
 
This FP5 study objectives were aimed at establishing a sound basis for an ongoing 
GCFR project study in Europe.  The study was therefore limited in scope and did not 
encompass all the aspects of the GCFR that have been described above. The limited 
objectives of the study were therefore: 
 
1. To review earlier gas thermal reactor experience and gas FR studies for their 

relevance to the realisation of a gas-cooled fast reactor today,  
2. To evaluate the main safety characteristics and the safety feasibility of the 

concept, and  
3. To investigate the integration of a gas-cooled fast reactor into the nuclear fuel 

cycle. 
 

2.2 Scientific and technical description of the results 

2.2.1 Organisation of the Study 

The study is split into 4 Work Packages the first one covering the technical 
coordination and the other three the technical work as follows: 
 
Work Package 2: Review of earlier work and existing applicable technology 

Task 1: Review of earlier published GCFR projects and available technology 
Task 2: Review of thermal gas reactor projects that have the potential to assist 
realisation of the GCFR 
 

Work Package 3: Evaluation of the safety of the gas-cooled fast reactor 
Task 1: Basic safety approach and safety principles for a gas cooled fast 
reactor 
Task 2: Evaluation of the safety of the gas cooled fast reactor concept 
Task 3: Specific safety aspects related to the use of coated particle fuel 
 

Work Package 4: Integration in the nuclear fuel cycle. 
 
The review of applicable technology focuses on existing thermal gas-cooled reactors 
and previous gas-cooled fast reactor projects.  The thermal reactors reviewed are the 
UK’s Magnox and Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) plants [Ref. 1], the French 
Natural Uranium Graphite Gas reactors (UNGG) [Ref. 2] and the various thermal 
High Temperature Reactors projects [Ref. 3].  Previous gas-cooled fast reactor 
projects reviewed are the Existing Technology Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor (ETGBR) 
proposed by CEGB/NNC [Ref. 4], the European Gas Breeder Reactor Association’s 
GBR [Ref. 5] and General Atomic’s GCFR [Ref. 6].  The proposed use of coated 
particle fuel for gas-cooled fast reactor was reviewed as a specific topic [Ref. 7]. 
 
Consideration was given to how the general safety approaches adopted in the earlier 
GCFR projects may need to change to meet modern safety and performance 
requirements, as typified, for example, by the European Utility Requirements (EUR) 
document [Ref.9]. This GCFR safety approach and requirements [Ref.10] was the 
precursor to a preliminary investigation of the safety feasibility of the GCFR concept. 
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 Important safety issues in both the design base [Ref.11] and in the beyond design 
base [Ref.12] and specific safety and performance aspects of coated particle fuel for a 
gas-cooled fast reactor [Ref.13] were identified and evaluated.  
 
Integration of the gas-cooled fast reactor into the overall fuel cycle and the 
optimisation of the fuel cycle as a whole were considered [Ref. 8].  Also any 
implications for the reactor design or operation that could lead to an overall benefit to 
the whole fuel cycle were considered. 
 

2.2.2 Review of earlier work and existing applicable technology 

(i) Review of thermal gas reactor projects  

Thermal Reactors: UNGG, MAGNOX and AGR (Figure. 1, 2 and 3) 
  
The reactor programmes in France and UK started at about the same time (early 
1950s) with similar gas cooled thermal reactor projects, the MAGNOX in UK and 
UNGG in France. These produced quality plutonium and generated electricity but 
were not optimised for commercial generation. These concepts were progressively 
improved for electricity generation over successive plants so did not achieve a 
standard design that was replicated. In both countries a step change in design was 
identified which would realise the full potential of the gas cooled concepts. At this 
point (late 1960s) in France the decision was taken to change to LWRs, so the gas 
reactor was not pursued. However, in the UK the AGR was developed and remained 
the choice for commercial exploitation for more than 20 years.  
 
The common features of the MAGNOX and early UNGG concepts are as follows: 
 

- Natural Uranium, Graphite moderator and CO2 coolant 
- Low burnup, Low power density core (1MW/m3) 
- Loop arrangement, Boilers and circulators in separate vessels 
- On-load refuelling (essential for the large numbers of fuel movements and 

maintaining reactivity) 
- Limited operating life: up to 20 year operating life 
- Absence of a third barrier normally provided by the containment building 

 
The safety culture was evolving in parallel with the construction of the first 
generation plants and it seemed elements of the more recent safety approach were 
missing e.g. 
 

- Complete events listing and categorization 
- Conceptual design rules for safety systems 
- Probabilistic and reliability studies particularly for the safety systems  
- Consideration of core melt scenarios  
- Absence of a third barrier (provided by the containment building)  

 
The step change in design which was identified to realise the full potential of the gas 
cooled concepts and incorported in AGR were as follows: 

- Reactor extrapolation to a greater power: Economy of scale (Output raised to 
660 MWe)  
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- High plant efficiency (40%): Higher temperature (increased by 3000C) 
- Compact design to reduce investment cost: higher pressures (42 bar) 
- Fuel cycle: higher burnup, lower fuel inventory cores 
- Reactor lifetime: AGR operation based on 35 years with life extension 

possible. 
- Availability improved: statutory outage 3 years (not 2 years), reduced 

shutdown time and resolution of on-load refuelling issues.  
- Improved safety features: design provisions (e.g. DHR)  
- Safety approach: modern practices introduced for safety, PSA and reliable 

shutdown and DHR  
- Performance threats solved: corrosion at higher temperatures and vibration at 

higher circulator powers  
 
An important feature of this design evolution was the integrated design in a Pre-
stressed Concrete Pressure Vessel (PCPV) with peripheral components layout 
(different from UNGG)), and the changed fuel and clad (enriched UO2 and stainless 
steel). 
 
However the safety provisions for GCFR may need to be further enhanced compared 
to the thermal reactors due to: 
 

- Increase in power density 
- Potential consequences of a cooling fault  
- Potential risk of recriticality in case of fuel melting 

 
The relevance of the thermal gas cooled reactor experience and the issues raised by 
this experience depends on the design concept for the gas cooled fast reactor and in 
particular the coolant gas. The following points are selected for wide interest but 
would be most relevant to a CO2 cooled reactor. 
 
Solution to graphite corrosion.  
 
Concern about radiolytic corrosion of the graphite was resolved for the AGRs by 
effective inhibition but a balance was necessary between inhibition of graphite 
corrosion and corrosion of the steel structures and carbon deposits on the fuel clad 
and boilers resulting from use of the inhibitor. So long as the temperatures of a CO2 
cooled FR remain within those of the AGR the steel corrosion should be improved 
and of course there would be no graphite for carbon deposition or corrosion. 
 
Solution for on load refuelling 
 
Whilst on-load refuelling has been a challenge with solutions having to be found 
particularly for the operating AGRs to improve reliability and address safety concerns 
it is not relevant to a GCFR where on-load refuelling is not an option. 
 
Tribology 
 
Friction and galling concerns due to the dry CO2 atmosphere were addressed and 
resolved for AGR. 
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Noise and vibration 
 
The AGRs were subject to higher nose and fluid induced vibration than the first 
generation plants and this gave rise to some problems that were resolved with a 
positive outcome for FR but the different conditions for GCFR must be addressed. 
 
Pre-stressed Concrete Pressure Vessel (PCPV) and integrated concept 
 
The adoption of a PCPV made possible the higher pressures, increased output and 
accommodation of the main components in an integrated circuit design. The French 
and UK experience was different with more reservation from the UNGG programme 
concerning the PCPV integrity (and its possible cost penalty) and the integrated 
concept with concern for lack of diversity, redundancy and common mode failure in 
the safety systems. The incredibility of failure case was made for the AGR PCPV 
based on the multi redundant pre-stressing tendons and the compressive loaded vessel 
liner. UNGG weak points were associated with the top-bottom layout in the integrated 
concept (core–support structure in the hot zone of flow and the all the boilers in a 
common bottom zone), the integrated concept with peripheral layout (AGR) is able to 
prevent common mode failure (e.g. diversified separated boilers). 
 
In-Service Inspection and Repair (ISI-R) 
 
ISI-R is a fundamental attraction of gas-cooled designs making possible visual 
inspection and to some extent man access. The single cavity has advantages but the 
vessel liner and insulation design has limited access so the liner integrity case is 
partly dependent on compressive loading (avoiding critical defects, absence of a 
mechanism for growing cracks and design restraint avoids buckling). Built-in boilers 
are also an issue in the light of boiler experience generally in the nuclear field but 
AGR experience has been reassuring in that there have been very few leaks and no 
requirement for removing a boiler from the reactor. Design of a gas cooled FR can 
take full advantage of the inspectability and repair potential. 

 
High Temperature Reactors (HTR)(Figure. 5,Figure. 6) 
 
The review of the HTR thermal reactors focuses on the experience from the operation 
of the earlier experimental and prototype reactors and the design of the two most 
recent reactors:  
 

- The experimental reactors (Dragon, AVR, Peach Bottom), 
- The industrial prototypes (Fort St Vrain FSV, THTR),  
- The new generation of thermal HTR with direct cycle (PBMR, and GT-MHR) 

 
Concerning the design of the main components and systems the new concepts are in 
continuity from earlier designs i.e. PBMR is based on the AVR design and GT-MHR 
is based on the FSV design, as follows: 
 

- The reactor system design and arrangement. 
- The decay heat removal systems are passive and working in natural 

convection. 
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- The fuelling systems are proven; the pebble fuelling system having an 
advantage because it is continuous and does not require reactor shutdown. 

- The ISI&R operations are similar for both concepts and rather easy after 
discharging completely (or partially) the core. 

 
The good operation and the reliability of the power conversion systems of both 
concepts, that is the direct Brayton cycle, needs to be demonstrated, which is one of 
the most important aims of the realisation of the prototypes of the PBMR and 
GT-MHR. 
 
The attractive intrinsic safety characteristics of the modular HTR are intended to 
avoid use of any active engineered safety systems. Only neutronic thermal effects on 
the fuel and the graphite-moderator shut down the fission reactions and decay heat 
removal intended by conduction and radiation in the primary circuit, combined with 
the high core thermal inertia, is adequate to maintain the fuel and the supporting 
structure within acceptable temperatures limits. The heat sink is achieved by cooling 
systems implemented in the reactor pit, capable of removing the heat from the 
primary circuit by natural convection. 
 
Although there are limitations to the feedback and the technological benefit that could 
be taken from the development of the thermal HTR to the gas cooled fast reactors 
(higher power densities, neutron flux and different safety characteristics), the modular 
approach to economic competitivity may prove to be attractive and provide the 
impetus for similar GCFR development, besides more conventional approach (large 
unit size). 
 
Fuel and core design  
 
The HTR fuel and the core arrangement are different due to the graphite moderator. 
The spherical pebble cannot be used in the fast reactor because the graphite is a 
moderator as well as being both a containment barrier and structural material. 
However the coated particle concept is potentially applicable to the GCFR concept. 
 
Reactor system design 
 
The gas cooled fast reactors concepts developed up to now have envisaged fairly high 
power levels with rather large dimensions and a prestressed concrete reactor vessel. 
Smaller unit size with modular construction is an alternative approach to economic 
competitivity to be considered for GCFR in which case a steel reactor vessel has to be 
considered. 
 
Power conversion system  
 
Fundamentally adoption of a direct cycle is not precluded for a GCFR. Given the 
rather low outlet core temperature for cores based on the current LMFR technology 
the interest to have a direct cycle, may be limited in terms of cycle efficiency. 
However an economic balance may be favourable taking into account the suppression 
of the steam generators inside the reactor vessel and the simplification of the balance 
of plant. 
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Reactivity control 
 
The modular HTR has self-shutdown characteristics. The high negative reactivity 
feedback of the modular thermal reactors has an important contribution due to the 
moderator that does not exist in a fast neutron core. Other negative reactivity effects 
are related to the core structure thermal expansion that have a longer time constant 
and therefore are less effective in the case of rapid transients. The Doppler effect in a 
fast neutron core is lower than those of a thermal neutron core, particularly if the fast 
neutron core is loaded with plutonium and minor actinides.  
 
A second aspect concerning the reactivity control is related to the core geometry. In a 
thermal reactor the core is practically in its most reactive state but this is not the case 
with the fast neutron core. 
 
Decay heat removal 
 
The decay heat removal using only the reactor vessel could be difficult for a gas 
cooled fast reactor due to the expected higher power density.  
 
Safety approach  
 
The natural characteristics for self-shutdown and cooling of the modular HTR are 
used in the conceptual design to simplify the safety systems. These depend on the 
small size of the reactor. The approach for the GCFR safety is likely to differ and 
employ engineered systems which themselves may take advantage of natural 
characteristics which may not depend on a small reactor size.  
 

(ii) Review of earlier gas cooled fast reactor projects  

Existing Technology Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (ETGBR) (Figure. 7) 
 
The concept of the ETGBR was studied in the UK during the late 1970s.  The reactor 
design was based on the AGR but embodied a fast neutron core. The ETGBR study 
was therefore performed when the AGR reactors were well established, operating as 
the mainstay of the UK nuclear programme and after the European GBR Studies. The 
point of the study was to establish an economic design that maximized the use of 
verified technology, avoiding the parameter extrapolation of the GBR design. The 
ETGBR core design was based on fuel element technology closely related to that 
developed for sodium cooled fast reactors, but also took account of the experience 
gained from AGR and PWR development. 
 
Features of the concept include: 
 
Fuel and core design  
 
A good breeding gain was an objective. The fuel element and core design were 
conventional MOX or UOX steel clad pellets based on the technology developed for 
LMFBRs.  The burn-up target was 10%, appropriate to experience available at that 
time, and the core outlet temperature was limited by the maximum clad temperature, 
which is lower than that of the AGR 
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Reactor system design 
 
ETGBR is an integrated design with boilers and circulators in a single PCRV. The 
integrated design is based on most recent AGRs and employs the same incredibility of 
failure case for the PCRV. An alternative with the podded boilers (a feature of earlier 
AGRs) was not studied in detail but would allow possible replacement of the boilers.  
 
Main components 
 
Generally the main components are based on most recent AGRs design and materials 
but operate in a less demanding environment than AGR 
  
ISI-Repair  
 
AGR has demonstrated the attractions of the gas cooled reactors for their good 
potential for inspection and repair 
 
Reactivity control  
 
There are three separate and diverse rod systems for control and shutdown satisfying 
requirements for independence, diversity and redundancy. 
 
Decay heat removal  
 
There are two diverse means of decay heat removal for frequent faults, one using the 
decay heat boilers and main circulators with an air-cooled ultimate heat sink and the 
other using the main boilers and natural circulation on the gas side, with water 
cooling as the ultimate heat sink. The circulators are provided with emergency Back-
up supplies. 
  
Containment  
 
A vented containment building is proposed to limit the potential release under severe 
accidents. A cylindrical building can more readily be designed for higher pressures 
should this be shown to be necessary by analysis. The full LWR primary / secondary 
containment was not envisaged and the possibility of a rectangular building was not 
ruled out with local containment for the penetrations in the PCPV.  
 
Safety approach  
 
Overall, the conclusion can be made that use of the design and safety philosophy 
developed for licensing the most recent AGR provides an established route for 
providing a satisfactory safety case for the ETGBR. 
 
The cost review undertaken (late 1970s) gave a capital cost for a series ETGBR 
reactor about 10% greater than a PWR compared with +25% for an AGR and +60% 
for a then current LMFBR design. More recent assessments (Ref. 14) taking into 
account the evolution in design (Figure. 4) and experience with construction, change 
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the relative cost and show that AGR based GCFR concepts could be economically 
competitive with other advanced reactor types.  
 
The conclusion from the review of the early ETGBR study with respect to safety, core 
physics and ISI and repair is that the ETGBR represents a viable fast reactor concept, 
which could be developed to meet current licensing and economic requirements.  The 
important points to establish an updated ETGBR concept are: 
 

- High burn-up core and fuel  
- Safety behaviour with a high burnup fast neutron core 
- Containment strategy 
- Costing basis and cost down options 
- Advanced concepts (passive concepts, higher temperature / direct cycle to 

improve efficiency) 
 
The ETGBR study, whilst at a much lower level of support than LMFBR 
development programme, was discontinued without diverting the main line of 
development of the sodium cooled concepts. 
 
Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor GBR1,2,3 and 4 (Figure 8) 
 
The European Gas Breeder Reactor Association investigated 4 design concepts in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s basing their designs on the then current technology for gas 
cooled thermal reactors and the LMFR fuel and core.  
 
Initially a range of schemes was examined; alternative coolants (He and CO2) and 
alternative fuel concepts (pins and coated particles). In 1972 the Association decided 
that the most reliable and attractive prospects for the short and medium term would be 
the steam-generating system with fuel pins and cooled by helium i.e. GBR4. Their 
work was then devoted to this concept addressing all feasibility, performance, safety, 
economic and the R&D questions related to the design. 
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Table 1  GBR Main Parameters 
 

System GBR1 GBR2 GBR3 GBR4  

Coolant He He CO2 He 

Net Station Output MWe 1028 1028 1028 1200 

Fuel Pins Coated 
particles 

Coated 
particles 

Pins 

Coolant pressure (b) 120 120 60 90 

Gas inlet temperature (°C) 260 260 260 260 

Gas outlet temperature (°C) 587 700 650 565 
 

The review points to a number of important aspects of the study: 
 
Fuel and core design 
 
There was a lack of irradiation data for the high neutron flux so the performance was 
not assured (note subsequent European experience of LMFR fuel irradiation is 
directly relevant and would determine the choice of the pin clad material today). 
GBR4 had vented pins. The use of coated particle fuel proposed for GBR2 and 3 is 
reviewed later in this chapter 2.2.2.ii) 
  
Reactor system design  
 
In order to achieve similar plutonium breeding and doubling times to the then sodium 
cooled fast reactor and high cycle efficiencies using fuel pins, high helium coolant 
temperature and pressure (80 bar) were required.  This led to a high circulator power 
of the order of 10% or more of the power output. The safety challenge is also more 
demanding particularly for the depressurisation faults. 
 
Reactor Vessel  
 
A prestressed concrete reactor vessel was required for the high pressures and has 
safety advantages with respect to the risk of fracture. The boilers were integrated in 
the vessel but housed in individual pods within the vessel similar to early AGRs.  
 
Instrumentation and Control 
 
The GBR C&I systems reflected the early 1970s technology so large changes would 
be required for a gas reactor designed today. 
 
Reactivity control  
 
Two independent shutdown systems were employed. There were also good self-
shutdown characteristics due to negative expansion coefficients that reinforced the 
Doppler coefficient (but not equivalent to the modular HTRs). 
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Decay heat removal 
 
There was an independent decay heat removal system and pony motors on the 
circulators. Decay heat could also be rejected by natural circulation with a pressurized 
reactor.  
 
Containment 
 
A containment building comprising an inner steel liner and outer concrete shell 
provides a leak tight barrier for activity release and maintenance of a 2.5 bar 
equilibrium pressure to reduce circulator power for decay heat removal following a 
depressurisation fault. 
 
Safety approach  
 
The approach employs engineered systems which themselves may employ natural 
characteristics. 
 
The higher pressure than those of the previously constructed pressure vessel requires 
an extrapolation in the PCPV design from AGR. Also increased difficulty associated 
with cooling after depressurisation is solved by use of the containment building 
backpressure to maintain a minimum pressure. For an untripped loss of flow (ULOF) 
there are fuses on the absorber rods that melt and release the rods. If these fail then a 
core melt should still be prevented by the negative reactivity coefficient of the core. 
 
Whilst it may be concluded that the safety of a gas cooled FR of appropriate design 
can compare favourably with that of other reactor systems, the safety methodology for 
validating the design and safety has changed significantly since the GBR studies.  
 
An economic assessment was included in the GBR study comparing the four GBR 
concepts. It concluded that there was little difference in the generating cost. Important 
influences on the cost were: 
 

- Low temperatures and high pumping power lead to more expensive boilers 
and circulators 

- The pin based concepts have lower costs for pressure vessel internals, fuel 
handling equipment and insulation 

- The coated particle based design with higher temperatures lead to a reduction 
in the number of pods from 8 to 6 and cost saving on the reactor vessel, 
circulation system and boilers. 

 
Areas for further development identified during the GBR studies were: 
 

- Fuel pin technology (more recent LMFR development is relevant) 
- Coated particle fuel development 
- Plant safety: severe accidents, core melt and containment  

 
The GBR concepts failed to divert the development support away from the 
established LMFR programme despite the concepts achieving adequate core 
performance with high breeding gain and safety provisions for shutdown, decay heat 
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removal and containment. The economic assessments gave similar (slightly lower) 
generating costs than the contemporary HTR but the HTR did not enter commercial 
programmes partly because of their cost. No clear advantage had emerged over the 
more established LMFR reactors. 
 
Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor GCFR(GA)  (Figure. 9) 
 
The GCFR program has been supported in the United States since the 1960’s but 
more intensively since 1978 in order to develop in parallel alternative breeder 
technologies to LMFR. The gas cooled fast reactor technology has been considered 
because of its promise of higher breeding ratio, simplicity in operation compared to 
sodium cooling and potential lower capital costs taking advantage of the work done 
on HTR development (Peach Bottom and Fort St. Vrain reactors). Moreover it was 
also considered that it could take profit of the R&D effort associated with the 
development of the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFR) technology, mainly 
for fuel and core design. 
 
This program involved participants in US from the Utilities, Research Laboratories 
and Universities and in Europe (Germany, Belgium, Switzerland) brought together as 
the Helium Breeder Associates Agency (HBA) as program manager with the financial 
support of US DOE. 
 
The review points to a number of important aspects of the study: 
 
Fuel and core design 
 
The design is LMFR based with Niobium stabilized 316 stainless steel pins and 
wrappers and pressure equalisation for the pins (i.e. vented pins) allowing a higher 
clad temperature without rupture and preventing fission gas release in case of clad 
rupture but with questionable acceptability today. 
 
Reactor system design 
 
After preliminary studies of larger plants the flow direction was changed from 
downward to upward through the core and electric motor driven circulators adopted 
as a simplification and to improve safety (natural circulation potential and circulator 
reliability). 
 
Reactor Vessel 
 
A prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV), multi-cavity vessel, was adopted with 
the liner in compression at all times, insulated on the helium side and cooled with 
embedded water circuits on the outside. As a late development a molten fuel 
containment system was added at the bottom of the vessel. 
 
Reactivity control  
 
Two independent and diverse shutdown systems were employed. 
 
Decay heat removal  
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In addition to the improved auxiliary core cooling system, an independent and 
redundant decay heat removal system was adopted. The design is able to remove the 
decay heat by natural circulation at nominal pressure. 
 
Containment  
 
There were effectively 2 barriers; the prestressed concrete reactor vessel and the 
reactor containment building / reactor confinement building. The fuel clad was 
questioned as the first barrier because of the pressure equalisation system. 
 
Safety approach 
 
The safety approaches of GCFR and EFR are similar. Although the methods of 
assessment are different the resulting safety level is judged to be similar. The 
approach to lines of protection is similar to the defence-in-depth approach employed 
on EFR. The pressure equalisation system (possible with helium coolant) has 
advantages for pin design and performance but effectively removes the first barrier to 
the release of activity. 
 
The multi cavity PCPV, more suitable for high pressure concept (He at 107 bar) 
compared with simple cavity concept (CO2), could be a problem for manufacture and 
inspection, possibly for extrapolation to a larger size, and is more expensive than a 
steel vessel.  
 
The performance of the spent fuel assembly cooling during handling is a concern due 
to its complexity, with implications also for the pin pressure equalisation system. This 
requires a number of cooling systems.  
 
Due to similarity between the GCFR and the EFR concepts, the GCFR concept should 
be adaptable to have protective measures similar to those implemented in EFR. 
Important differences between the concepts are related to the control rod withdrawal 
faults, which seem to lead to a higher risk of fuel melting than in the EFR case. More 
detailed analysis of this event is needed in order to identify the possibilities to 
improve the detection of the fault and to investigate the consequences of fuel melting 
propagation in the subassembly (the pressure equalisation to some extent prevents the 
propagation fuel melting outside the clad). No information is available in the 
reference documentation for assessing the consequences of local faults 
 
The US DOE stopped the programme budget in 1981 for the two main reasons: 

- The LMFBR technology was sufficiently advanced to preclude an alternative 
technology development; 

- The GCFR did not provide any proliferation resistance advantages over the 
LMFBR. 

 
Nevertheless, all the work done in design, development, safety and licensing has 
given positive results. The concept remains a candidate for future GCFR concepts 
with today’s changed priorities for the fast reactor.  
 
Coated particle fuel for FR (Figure. 10, Figure. 11) 
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A specific review of the proposed use of coated particle fuel in previous gas-cooled 
fast reactor projects has been performed based on the European GBR programme in 
the early 1970s. The objective of the use of coated particles was to allow the reactor 
to operate at higher temperatures, and in this way attain better plant economics (note 
that it was not to enhance the natural safety characteristics that are required for the 
modular HTRs). One option for the GBR was to hold the coated particle fuel in steel 
trays (Figure. 11). 
 
The HTR pebble fuel, where the TRISO coated particle fuel (Figure. 10) is 
encapsulated in a graphite sphere (e.g. PBMR), is not feasible in the GCFR as the 
graphite moderator has to be avoided. Also because of excessive shrinking of the 
TRISO outer dense PyC layer during irradiation in the high fast fluence a modified 
version of the HTR fuel particle coating was proposed for GBR, which had one less 
coating, leaving off the outer PyC layer. Irradiation experience gave mixed results and 
doubts remained about the suitability of PyC seal layer for GBR particles. So 
alternatives were being considered as well as pursuing the reference option.  
 
Pin clad fuel was selected in preference to coated particles for the axial breeder 
because of better physics performance. This limited the coolant temperature from the 
core to maintain the axial breeder pin temperatures within limits. To realise the full 
benefit of the high temperature capability of the fuel the sub-assembly had some 
components in SiC.  
 
At the time of GBR concept development, the aim of operation at higher gas 
temperatures could not be reached successfully due to manufacturing problems with 
the SiC inner tube of the fuel assembly. Steel was selected for the inner tube material 
therefore the helium core outlet temperature had to be lowered by almost 3000C, and 
this probably was the reason that the coated particle fuel was sidelined. However, if 
the GCFR concept was pursued for future gas cooled fast reactors these problems may 
be resolved as the SiC manufacturing technology has advanced over the years. 

 
2.2.3 Evaluation of the safety of the gas-cooled fast reactor 

The objective the evaluation is to allow a judgement of the feasibility of the GCFR to 
satisfy modern safety requirements and practices. This entails: 
 

- establishing a basic safety approach and principles to be applied to a future 
GCFR concept using as a starting point the most recent European 
requirements for future projects 

- preliminary evaluation of the safety characteristics of earlier or up-to-date 
GCFR concepts with current tools 

- preliminary confirmation of the safety feasibility of GCFR by analysis, in the 
Design Basis (DB) and Beyond Design Basis (BDB), using existing concepts 
and indicating the direction for future design evolution 

- investigation of the benefits (with today’s perspective) of coated particle fuel 
which has been considered for earlier GCFR concepts  
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(i) Basic safety approach and safety principles for a gas cooled fast reactor 

A principle objective for any new European reactor concept should be that it would 
have a level of safety at least as good as that of a contemporary LWR and should have 
wide licensability within the EU.  It was proposed that these goals be achieved by 
following the practices set for future LWRs and LMFRs in Europe. 
 
The safety approach for a modern GCFR plant was therefore established based on the 
European utilities requirements, both for future LWR plants (European Utilities 
Requirements document) and future LMFR plants (European Fast Reactor Utilities 
Requirement technical specification) with appropriate changes and supplements for 
gas cooled concepts. This general safety approach includes the principles for systems 
and component safety classification, rules for the analysis of events, requirements on 
radiation protection and safety requirements for the main safety functions: 
 

- Reactor shutdown and maintenance of a safe shutdown state: requirements 
related to reliability of the shutdown systems and function, shutdown 
margins, requirements during fuel handling and maximum rod worths. 

- Decay heat removal: requirements related to the reliability of the DHR 
function and of the specific systems. Two ways for conceptual design are 
identified depending on possible safety role acted by the primary gas. 

- Containment: requirements concerning the need for containment barriers and 
dimensioning considerations and associated targets of radiological release. 

 
The plant performance requirements for a commercial GCFR are specified from the 
viewpoint of economic electricity generation.  A categorisation system and 
preliminary list of Design Basis (DB) initiating faults, completed with Design 
Extension Conditions, has been prepared with the faults categorised according to their 
frequency of occurrence.  These faults will be those expected to be representative of 
the most severe events of their category.  Acceptability criteria, in terms of design 
limits for fuel, cladding and certain plant items, are defined for the different 
categories of events. This limited number of initiating faults may be modified or 
updated as the safety analysis proceeds. 
 
It is the intention that the safety specification is appropriate for the range of GCFR 
design options which remain open including the use of helium or CO2 as the coolant, 
indirect or direct power conversion cycle, plant size, vessel type and fuel type.  
 

(ii) Evaluation of the safety of the gas cooled fast reactor concept 

The main objective of this preliminary evaluation is to form an opinion on the safety 
feasibility of the GCFR cooled either by helium or CO2. Due to the constraints of the 
study it was decided to perform DB analysis on a CO2 cooled concept and the BDB 
on a helium cooled concept although to some extent in both cases the analysis ran 
through the transients in both regimes.  
 
Within the constraints of the study it was necessary to perform the transient analysis 
on design concepts that existed for which there was a good starting point. 
Consequently the Enhanced Gas Cooled Reactor (EGCR) (Ref.14, Figure. 4), which 
is the most recent CO2 cooled design evolved from ETGBR (chapter 2.2.2(ii)), was 
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retained to base the DB analysis. EGCR embodies the most recent experience from 
AGR licensing and operation (chapter 2.2.2(i)) and EFR core is representative of the 
most recent LMFR core development with a low breeding gain. 
      
Two transients were analysed, a depressurisation fault and steam ingress. For each a 
sufficiently extensive core physics calculation was performed using recent tools, 
constituting a complete database. The study demonstrates that relevant faults can be 
efficiently detected and protected by one or two means, as required according to the 
event category, without significant consequence in accordance with the criteria given 
in the general safety approach (chapter 2.2.3 (i) ). 
 
Again within the constraints of the study the European GBR4 design was selected as 
the existing concept on which to base the BDB analysis of a helium cooled concept. 
The transients were divided in 2 parts, the transients without scram (UTOP, ULOF, 
ULOC) and a scenario of core degradation. For these studies recent tools were 
adapted to a helium cooled reactor. 
 
As a result redundant detection and protection systems are confirmed for each 
transient type, justifying the classification of the unprotected transients well into the 
BDB. Moreover, as for the EGCR based transient analysis, implementation of 
additional passive shutdown means is feasible, according to the practice for risk 
minimisation introduced for EFR. 
 
The preliminary study of the core damage scenario indicates acceptable 
consequences. Firstly the energy release from the first phase of the accident is mild 
and could not endanger the reactor containment. Secondly the core melt is not 
generalised to the whole core, despite a relative lack of thermal inertia for a gas 
cooled fast reactor core. Consequently the risk of a coherent core re-compaction in a 
second phase of the accident is minimised.  
 
Although the analyses were not intended as a comparison between the CO2 and He 
coolants some observations are possible, but have to be regarded as preliminary, 
because there were many differences in the reactor designs besides the different 
coolants. This global comparison shows that a CO2 concept is favourable for the 
consequences of a loss of coolant accident, with a milder transient. The study gives 
also a favourable negative reactivity effect for a steam ingress accident whatever 
water steam/CO2 fraction. However, whatever the relative position of CO2 and He 
cooled reactors both gas cooled concepts are considered as feasible from a safety 
viewpoint. This general comparison of coolants needs to be broadened in future and 
include more innovative reactor design options, including a direct conversion cycle 
with higher gas temperatures and innovative fuelled cores. 

 
(iii) Specific safety aspects related to the use of coated particle fuel 

According to both the review of existing GCFR concepts (chapter 2.2.2(ii)) and the 
previous safety evaluation (chapter 2.2.3(ii)), feasibility of the CO2 and He cooled 
GCFR concepts can be acceptable in accordance with existing practices. It is 
anticipated that in the future further improvements in economic performance and 
safety will be pursued. Coated particle fuel is one potential improvement and it is in 
this context that the possible safety and performance benefits were evaluated.  
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The interest in the coated particle fuel is to allow an increase in coolant temperature, 
which is limited in the conventional fast reactor core by the fuel pin clad temperature. 
The coated particle concept, which has been evaluated, has the particle in direct 
contact with the coolant dispensing with the pin clad of the conventional fast reactor 
designs. Alternative concepts, which may allow higher coolant temperatures have not 
been considered in this review, include high temperature pin clad materials and 
coated particles inside a clad. 
 
The recent modular HTR concepts show an inherent safety behaviour through a 
certain particle fuel reliability ( 10-5 ) and a high core temperature limit (1600°C). 
However, the inherent safe behaviour of a modular HTR is due to core features such 
as low power density, efficient reactivity feedbacks and high thermal inertia arising 
from the large amount of graphite. These are particular features of the modular HTR, 
which offer the possibility to simplify and reduce the conventional engineered safety 
systems and are important for achieving economic competitivity for a small plant. 
 
However, such a characteristic is not fully compatible with the purpose of a high-
performance Fast Reactor (i.e. high neutron flux, hard spectrum), for which a high 
power density and low core material contents, other than the fuel, are required. 
Nevertheless, the recent interest for the FR fuel cycle strategy makes possible a 
relaxation of these parameters because the fuel doubling time is a less important as an 
objective, and a self-sustaining or even plutonium burning core are the interest for the 
medium term application. As a consequence for the FR core safety behaviour, a lower 
power density is possible (but still up to a factor 10 higher than in a modular HTR). 
 
From the first evaluation of the potential safety benefits of the use of coated particle 
fuel for GCFR, a number of observations can be made as follows: 
 

- The fast fluence in a HTR core (which is much lower than in a GCFR) is 
already considered as a serious barrier in further improving the burn-up of 
the HTR Triso particle. Other particle concepts and coating materials should 
be considered for GCFR. 

- Coated particle fuel could withstand accidents similar to those considered for 
earlier GBR concepts, but, with more severe accidents, large-scale particle 
failures is expected due to a high core power density, so design changes or 
additional provisions would be required to the coating. 

- Models of HTR particle behaviour exist and are applicable to GCFR, but 
there is a lack of data related to high fluence.  

- An innovative coated particle for GCFR needs a good compromise between 
a reliable particle design (e.g. coating thickness, power density), for safety 
and burn-up, and the cycle economy (e.g. breeding, residence time). Besides 
potentially improved fission product retention, some safety provisions can be 
envisaged through the use of fuel particle beds below the core to disperse the 
particles for severe accident prevention.  

- Coated particle fuel remains a candidate for achieving high-temperatures 
with the development of an innovative coating suitable for GCFR conditions 
(fast neutrons). 
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An innovative fuel element using coated particle fuel can be attractive for GCFR from 
the perspective of performance, allowing higher temperatures, and the safety 
characteristics, provided that the fuel remains amenable for reprocessing. The 
reprocessing challenge was also reviewed in terms of feasibility for the current HTR 
particle fuel design. Various techniques were investigated which were particular to 
the TRISO fuel confirming the basic feasibility of reprocessing for that coating. These 
techniques will impact on cycle cost and must be balanced by the overall FR cycle 
economy. 
 

2.2.4 Integration into the nuclear fuel cycle. 

(i) Overall Fuel Cycle Integration  

If the GCFR can be shown to have the flexibility to be adapted to a wide range of 
requirements arising from the fuel cycle with a minimum of design change then it can 
be a very attractive concept. The aim of the Overall Fuel Cycle Integration study was 
therefore to establish the potential flexibility of GCFR:  
 

- As a breeder reactor,  
- As an incinerator of plutonium and minor actinides arising from a nuclear 

park consisting of thermal as well as fast reactors, and  
- As a self sustaining reactor producing the minimum of waste materials.  

 
The GCFR has two characteristics that are important in determining its flexibility in 
the fuel cycle. The first concerns the safety characteristic, which can be a major 
constraint on any reactor concept.  For fast neutron reactors, one of the most 
significant is the coolant void coefficient.  In conventional sodium cooled fast 
reactors this can become unacceptably high when fuels containing degraded 
plutonium or minor actinides are utilised.  The studies reviewed have shown that with 
a gaseous coolant, the neutronic effect on the safety characteristics of the core of a 
coolant voidage fault is small.   
 
The second characteristic arises from the low density of the gas coolant.  An absence 
of neutron scattering by the coolant results in a harder neutron spectrum with 
improved ability for effective transmutation of the higher plutonium isotopes and the 
minor actinides, as well as certain long-lived fission products.   
 
Fuel Cycle  
 
The goals of a holistic fuel cycle against which a future system may be judged have 
been well defined. The fundamental characteristics of the holistic fuel cycle 
(illustrated below) are the full utilisation of fuel resource, the reduction of waste 
generation and the minimisation of cost, i.e.: 
 

- Improved levels of occupational and public safety, 
- Minimised overall fuel cycle costs, 
- Reduction of the environmental impact and waste generation, 
- Maximised utilisation of resources, 
- Greater proliferation resistance, 
- Improved public support,  
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- Security of energy supply. 
 

 
Holistic fuel cycle 
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The current status of development of nuclear power and the fuel cycle were reviewed 
with an emphasis on the need to consider the fuel cycle as a whole. This study reflects 
on the potential role for fast reactors in the fuel cycle and in particular the benefits of 
a gas cooled FR. 
 
Traditionally the role envisaged for fast reactors was to maximise the utilisation of the 
uranium resource that can be achieved only with a fast reactor in its role as a breeder. 
This potential of the gas-cooled fast reactor as a plutonium breeder was demonstrated 
by studies conducted two or three decades ago. These studies exploited the harder 
neutron spectrum of the gas coolant in comparison with sodium, to enhance the 
breeding performance. High fissile plutonium production rates of at least 30 kg/TWeh 
could be achieved consistent with a doubling time of typically 12 to 15 years and a 
contemporary limit on peak fuel burn-up of 100 GWd/t. 
 
Such breeding rates are not foreseen, at least in the medium term, with the abundance 
of plutonium from thermal reactors. A self sustaining GCFR with only a slight 
breeding gain can utilise the vast reserve of depleted uranium arising from the thermal 
reactors. Such a system can conform to the key goals of the holistic fuel cycle, namely 
waste minimisation, maximised utilisation of fuel resource and security of energy 
supply.  
 
More recently there has been interest in the versatility of the reactor to manage 
plutonium stocks and consume minor actinides and still operate as an economic 
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electricity generator.  The integration of this GCFR into the nuclear fuel cycle has 
been assessed by considering the material throughputs for a number of recycling 
options. 
 
The material throughputs are given based on a generating scenario supplying 100 
TWeh per year, the average for the eight nuclear generating countries of the EU. The 
GCFR core was optimised for plutonium consumption with a consumption rate in the 
range 47 to 57 kg/TWeh depending on the origin of the feed fuel. For the current fuel 
cycle where fuel from once-through UOX fuelled PWRs is reprocessed and the 
plutonium content recycled through GCFR requires the introduction of 13% of the 
generating capacity as GCFR (i.e. 87%PWR). For the fuel cycle where the GCFR 
spent fuel is reprocessed and the plutonium content recycled through the GCFR 
together with the plutonium from reprocessed once-through UOX fuelled PWR, 
approximately a third of the installed capacity would be GCFRs. For more moderate 
plutonium consumption rates, the proportion of GCFR capacity would increase 
becoming the entire capacity for the self-sustaining CGFR. 
 
The reviewed studies have shown that high levels of plutonium consumption were 
possible with acceptable safety coefficients, demonstrating the potential of the GCFR 
for the effective management of plutonium stockpiles.  The capability of GCFRs to 
safely consume plutonium, having a wider range of isotopic compositions than is 
possible with sodium cooled cores, was also demonstrated.   
 
An additional conclusion of the investigation was that no significant design 
modifications to the GCFR reactor core were necessary in order to be able to utilise a 
wide range of plutonium compositions.   
 
A gas-cooled fast reactor dedicated to minor actinide burning has also been studied.  
Nitride fuel was used depleted in 14N to avoid the production of 14C, with the isotopic 
content of the minor actinide component of the fuel derived from a fleet of reactors 
comprising UOX PWRs, single and twice cycled MOX from PWRs, and fast reactors. 
 The introduction of suitable moderator to soften the neutron spectrum, such as 
zirconium hydride, was necessary for an acceptable Doppler constant, as was the 
addition of plutonium to counter the increase of reactivity with burn-up for a core 
fuelled with minor actinides only.  This makes possible a single batch fuel cycle. 
These studies have shown that the gas-cooled fast reactor has the potential to burn 
minor actinides at a rate of about 130 kg/TWeh with a concomitant plutonium 
production rate of about 20 kg/TWeh.  Thus a 600 MWe reactor has the capability to 
burn over half a tonne of minor actinides per year.   
 
Reprocessing 
 
The PUREX process that was developed over 50 years ago, is designed to achieve 
high recovery efficiencies and high purification levels albeit with associated waste 
treatment difficulties. The reprocessing product specifications for high purification 
levels are driven by the requirements of the ensuing fuel fabrication process and have 
no relevance to subsequent in-core behaviour. 
 
The next generation of PUREX reprocessing plants are likely to be sufficiently 
flexible to meet a range of customer requirements, use salt free reagents to reduce the 
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number and volume of the waste streams, and will be smaller to reduce capital costs.  
To achieve these aims, simplified single cycle and flexible PUREX processes are 
being developed using intensive continuous operation centrifugal contactors having 
very low residence times.  While not achieving the purification levels of the current 
processes, the advanced methods provide products that are advantageous for non-
proliferation reasons, though requiring remote re-fabrication.  Where the products are 
re-combined to produce MOX fuel, pure forms are unnecessary.  The ideal process 
would be one which provides some purified uranium uranium as a mixture with 
plutonium and perhaps other elements.  One option is for the routing of neptunium 
with the plutonium product separated from uranium. 
 
The technology is currently available to exploit the products of PUREX reprocessing 
plants for plutonium management using thermal reactors and GCFRs.  Techniques to 
route neptunium (one of the principal minor actinides in uranium fuel discharged 
from LWRs) with plutonium have been demonstrated and such a product could be 
fabricated into MOX fuel for irradiation in a gas-cooled fast reactor as fuel pins. Thus 
an integrated system would be established where the fuel circulates between 
reprocessing, fabrication, and power generation plants and waste is minimised in 
accordance with holistic principles. 
 
An alternative to the aqueous processing methods are the dry technologies, known as 
pyrochemical, electro-refining or molten salt, developed by ANL in the USA, CRIEPI 
and JAERI in Japan and RIAR in Russia.  These methods were originally developed 
for the processing of short cooled fast reactor fuels as part of an integrated fuel cycle 
route, and consequently they would also be suitable for high burn-up thermal reactor 
fuels.  They are tolerant to radiation damage and their criticality safety constraints are 
less demanding.   
 
Fuel Type 
 
Oxide fuel is now universal.  Though it has a very high melting temperature, it must 
be formed into small pellets because of its poor thermal conductivity and loaded into 
slender pins to avoid the possibility of centre melting.  The clad outer surface 
generally needs roughening in order to enhance hest transfer. While there has been 
much research on alternative fuels, such as metal, carbide and nitride fuels, all of 
which have higher thermal conductivities permitting the use of broader and fewer pins 
and therefore cheaper fuel assemblies, they all have significant drawbacks, which 
have limited their application.  For instance, the low melting point of metal fuel 
weakens the safety case for some accident scenarios especially reactivity excursions, 
carbide fuels are difficult to fabricate and reprocess, and nitride fuel creates carbon-14 
unless the nitride is depleted in nitrogen-14. 
 
Another alternative to the oxide fuels proposed for GCFR (GBR2 and 3) is the coated 
particle fuel that takes advantage of the HTR experience and is attractive because of 
the high temperature capability. For these GCFR applications the coated particle is 
similar to the HTR TRISO fuel particle but omitting the dense outer pyrolitic carbon 
layer. The GBR 2 and 3 reactors also proposed oxide fuel pellets for the radial and 
axial breeder so by implication required two fuel routes for the production of coated 
particles and pellets.  Furthermore two head end routes are required to reprocess the 
fuel types.  Coated particles require complex methods employing mechanical crushing 
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aids, aggressive chemicals and high temperatures to break down and remove the 
silicon carbide and pyrolytic carbon layers. The safety aspects related to the use of 
coated particle fuel is reviewed in chapter 2.2.3.iii.  
 
An alternative to coated particles is non-coated sintered spheres loaded into stainless 
steel fuel cans (but would not have the high temperature capability) or possibly 
silicon carbide cans thereby permitting higher operational temperatures.  Under 
appropriate conditions the irradiation behaviour is similar to conventional fuel.  
Reprocessing by conventional methods has been demonstrated.  
 
Lines of Future Development  
 
The study establishes the potential flexibility of GCFR within the fuel cycles using 
existing technology for the fuel and reprocessing. Promising lines of development are 
identified consistent with the goals of the holistic fuel cycle, i.e. improve the 
performance and safety, reduce costs, minimise waste and improve the proliferation 
resistance.  
 

1. Benefits of particle MOX fuels  
2. Modelling the behaviour of impure spent fuel products: 

- Core neutronic performance, safety characteristics and establish the 
fuel throughputs;  

3. Clad surface roughening.   
- Review of the available information on surface roughening;  

4. Ceramic and composite cladding materials for high temperature.   
- Review of development work undertaken in the UK during the 1970s 

and current work,  
- Development of reliable welding and/or joining techniques; 

5. Clad thermal creep  
- Behaviour of clad subject to compressive thermal creep due to the 

external pressure of the coolant; 
6. Particle fuels and inert matrix fuels  

- Review of the irradiation behaviour at the lower linear ratings 
generally apposite for gas cooled fast reactors; 

7. Integrated fuel reprocessing and re-fabrication facility to improve the 
proliferation resistance  

- Review of available information for various options, 
- Environmental impact. 

 
2.3 Assessment of Results and Conclusions 

Circumstances have changed significantly since the gas cooled fast reactors were first 
considered during the 1970s and 80s. That was a time of rapid growth in nuclear 
capacity and in preparation for the large-scale penetration of fast reactor in the 
market, a single minded deployment of resources on the development of the LMFR 
was made worldwide. The efficiency of the sodium coolant in heat transfer and heat 
transport allowed high specific power ratings of the fuel which minimised the 
plutonium inventory and maximised the rate of deployment. To compete with the 
LMFR the then current GCFR designs required enhanced gas coolant pressures and 
gas circulator power going well beyond the conditions in the then current gas cooled 
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thermal reactors. As well as increasing the capital cost this introduced challenging 
safety problems. The case for GCFR was further compounded by the poor early 
experience with construction and operation of the gas cooled thermal reactors and 
particularly in the UK where the second generation reactors, the AGRs, were being 
deployed as the mainstay of the nuclear programme. 
 
Today’s situation is very different, with adequate plutonium stocks to fuel any 
envisaged fast reactor programme. So the high specifications of the gas cooled core 
design is no longer an essential requirement. This improves the economics and safety 
characteristics of the GCFR and brings the specification of the coolant pressures 
within the experience on the thermal reactors. The basic LMFR core design has been 
demonstrated to high burnups, well in excess of those used in the early gas cooled fast 
reactor studies and can be adapted to the new GCFR conditions. Additionally the 
experience with the gas cooled thermal reactors in the UK, the only country that 
continued to pursue a commercial programme, was good with high reactor 
availabilities. The gas-cooled reactors also have good inspectability and 
maintainability characteristics, in contrast to liquid metal reactors that have been 
increasingly challenged to meet current requirements.   
  
This changed situation has led to a resurgence of interest in GCFRs and the current 
study was undertaken against this background. The objectives of the study was to 
review the previously studied technologies that could allow realisation of a gas-
cooled fast reactor, to evaluate the main safety characteristics and the safety 
feasibility of the concept and to investigate the integration of a gas-cooled fast reactor 
into the nuclear fuel cycle. 
 

(i) Review the previously studied technologies. 

The first objective of the study was to review earlier gas thermal reactor experience 
and gas FR studies for their relevance in to the realisation of a gas-cooled fast reactor 
today. The underlying concern was to ensure that the GCFR development took benefit 
from the design and extensive operational experience that is available from the 
reactors that have used gas coolants. It was recognised that whilst all the reactors that 
had been in service had a thermal core with different performance and safety 
characteristics there was much of the technology that was of common interest arising 
from the pressurised gas coolant.    
 
This first phase of the study has yielded a substantial summary of each project of 
lasting value to the continuing programme and a commentary from today’s 
perspective. The systems reviewed start with the origins of the nuclear programmes in 
France (UNGG reactors) and the United Kingdom (MAGNOX reactors) and trace the 
development from these early natural uranium fuelled, CO2 cooled thermal reactors 
successively improved up to the oxide fuelled AGR which became the basis of the 
UK commercial system.  
 
The early operating experience with the helium cooled, coated particle fuel 
technology of the HTRs in Europe and the USA are also reviewed and the potential of 
the modular designs (GT-MHR and PBMR) which are derived from this experience 
for both the pin and pebble bed concepts using a direct cycle.  
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The GCFR designs investigated were based on the thermal reactor technologies using 
the fast reactor core being developed in parallel for the liquid metal cooled reactors. 
There was the ETGBR design that had the objective to maximised the AGR 
experience and so maintained the most important parameters of that system and the 
GCFR of General Atomics that used the helium technology as part of its ground rules. 
On the other hand the GBR was four concepts based on combinations of the HTR and 
AGR technologies e.g. CO2 and helium coolant, oxide and particle fuel. Generally 
reports that were published at the time of each project were used in this FP5 study but 
recently a paper has been published (Ref.15) by a participant in the original ETGBR 
study which re-examines the ETGBR role today. 
 
All the thermal reactors for which there is extensive operational experience used scale 
to achieve economic competitivity. Each of the gas cooled FR design concepts were 
developed in continuity with this trend, which leads to medium to large reactors and 
the use of a prestressed concrete reactor vessel. Introducing the fast reactor core offers 
significant simplification by elimination of the moderator and the complex coolant 
flow circuit. Much encouragement can be draw from this experience for future 
GCFRs in terms of design, coolant technology and operability at temperatures in 
excess of the LMFR based core (e.g. AGR core outlet 6500C). 
 
More recently the modular HTR development is showing the potential of using small 
reactors with modular construction, high temperature coated particle fuel and 
simplified safety systems for economic competitivity. Whilst the solutions for GCFR 
may differ from those of HTR e.g. the high temperature fuel may be a development 
from the HTR coated particle or a high temperature pin type clad, the general 
direction of modular reactors has shown to be of interest.  
 
The information on the reviewed reactor systems is provided where available for the 
Main parameters, Reactor Design, Core and Fuel Cycle Safety Features and Main 
Components in tables 3 to 7. 
 
Overall the study has achieved its objective of reviewing gas cooled reactor 
experience and establishing the direction of the future programme. 
 

(ii) Safety characteristics and the safety feasibility of the GCFR concept  

The second objective was to evaluate the main safety characteristics and the safety 
feasibility of the concept. This was done by first establishing the general safety 
approach and principles for a modern gas-cooled fast reactor based on the future 
requirements for both European LWR and LMFR plants with appropriate changes and 
supplements for gas cooled concepts. This was used to judge the outcome of typical, 
but limited in number, Design Basis and Beyond Design Basis transient representative 
of CO2 and helium cooled GCFRs. 
 
For each transient selected it was demonstrated that adequate protection according to 
the defence in depth principles could be readily achieved, justifying the classification 
of the unprotected transients well into the BDB. Also implementation of additional 
passive shutdown means is feasible, according to the practice for risk minimisation 
introduced for EFR. 
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The preliminary core damage scenario study indicated a mild outcome first for the 
energy release from the first phase of the accident and secondly the core melt is not 
generalised to the whole core, consequently the risk of a coherent core re-compaction 
in a second phase of the accident is minimised.  
 
It was concluded that both gas cooled concepts are considered as feasible from a 
safety viewpoint. Within the limitation of the analysis some advantages were noted 
for CO2 over He cooled fast reactors but such a definitive comparison was beyond the 
scope of the study and will have to be reviewed in future particularly if more 
innovative reactor design options are implemented, including a direct conversion 
cycle with higher gas temperatures or/and an innovative fuel core. 
 
An alternative safety approach has been illustrated by the recent proposals for the  
modular HTR. These concepts show an inherent safety behaviour due in part to 
efficient reactivity feedbacks and a high core temperature limit (1600°C). This offers 
the possibility to simplify and reduce the conventional engineered safety systems and 
is important for achieving economic competitivity for a small plant. Such a 
characteristic is not fully compatible with a high-performance Fast Reactor (i.e. high 
neutron flux, hard spectrum), for which a high power density and low core material 
contents are required. Nevertheless a high temperature fuel can bring safety as well as 
economic advantages for GCFRs and inherent safety can be implemented by 
alternative devices to shutdown the core and cool by natural circulation. 
 
Overall the study has achieved its objective and confirming the safety feasibility of 
GCFR concept against safety requirements that can be envisaged for future reactors.  
 

(iii) Integration of a gas-cooled fast reactor into the nuclear fuel cycle. 

The third objective was to establish the flexibility of a gas-cooled fast reactor in the 
nuclear fuel cycle by investigating the role:  

- As a breeder reactor,  
- As an incinerator of plutonium and minor actinides arising from a nuclear 

park consisting of thermal as well as fast reactors, and  
- As a self sustaining reactor producing the minimum of waste materials. 

 
Two characteristics of the GCFR are important in determining its flexibility in the 
fuel cycle, the safety characteristic and the hard neutron spectrum. The coolant void 
worth in a sodium cooled fast reactors can become unacceptably high when fuels 
containing degraded plutonium or minor actinides are utilised. The studies reviewed 
have shown that with a gaseous coolant, the neutronic effect on the safety 
characteristics of the core is small. Secondly, an absence of neutron scattering by the 
coolant results in a harder neutron spectrum with improved ability for effective 
transmutation of the higher plutonium isotopes and the minor actinides, as well as 
certain long-lived fission products.   
 
Traditionally the role envisaged for fast reactors was to maximise the utilisation of the 
uranium resource. That can be achieved only with a fast reactor in its role as a 
breeder. This potential was demonstrated by studies conducted two or three decades 
ago which showed that high fissile plutonium production rates of at least 30 kg/TWeh 
could be achieved consistent with a doubling time of typically 12 to 15 years and a 
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contemporary limit on peak fuel burn-up of 100 GWd/t. Such breeding rates are not 
now foreseen at least in the medium term, and a self sustaining GCFR with only a 
slight breeding gain can utilise the vast reserve of depleted uranium arising from the 
thermal reactors. Such a system can conform to the key goals of the holistic fuel 
cycle, namely waste minimisation, maximised utilisation of resources and security of 
energy supply.  
 
More recently there has been interest in the versatility of the reactor to manage 
plutonium stocks and consume minor actinides and still operate as an economic 
electricity generator.  The GCFR core when optimised for plutonium consumption 
can achieve consumption rates in the range 47 to 57 kg/TWeh depending on the origin 
of the feed fuel and can safely consume plutonium having a wider range of isotopic 
compositions than is possible with sodium cooled cores. An additional conclusion of 
the investigation was that no significant design modifications to the GCFR reactor 
core were necessary in order to utilise a wide range of plutonium compositions.   
 
A gas-cooled fast reactor dedicated to minor actinide burning has also been studied 
using nitride fuel and a moderator to soften the neutron spectrum to achieve an 
acceptable Doppler constant. For a core fuelled with minor actinides only some 
plutonium is needed to counter the increase of reactivity with burn-up and this makes 
possible a single batch fuel cycle. Such a core has the potential to burn minor 
actinides at a rate of about 130 kg/TWeh with a concomitant plutonium production 
rate of about 20 kg/TWeh.   
 
Hence the potential flexibility of GCFR within the fuel cycles using existing 
technology for the fuel and reprocessing has been established and promising lines of 
development has been identified to meet the goals of the holistic fuel cycle, improve 
the performance, reduce costs, minimise waste and improve the proliferation 
resistance. 
 
Overall the study has achieved its objective in confirming the flexibility of the GCFR 
concept to adapt to a broad range of roles in the fuel cycle. 

 
(iv) Conclusion  

The study provides further confirmation that the GCFR concepts are securely based 
on the gas cooled thermal reactor technology and the fast reactor core demonstrated in 
the European LMFBRs. By examination of selected key transients it was 
demonstrated that adequate protection and defence in depth could be provided and 
modern safety requirements satisfied. The fuel cycle review illustrates the flexibility 
of the GCFR to adapt to the changing requirements of the fuel cycle from the 
traditional high breeding rates, to the managing the plutonium stock pile and the self 
sustaining holistic fuel cycle. In fact a remarkable degree of flexibility is possible for 
breeding and burning plutonium with a broad range of compositions without the need 
for a change in the design. 

 
This study confirms that a self sustaining GCFR can be safe, economic and securely 
based on proven technology. It is also a vehicle for development that can be realised 
in the medium term. The development would be directed at the safety and economics 
with interest in higher temperature fuels, inherent safety characteristics, materials and 
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cycle efficiency. This development needs to be directed at the particular requirements 
of a self sustaining fast reactor e.g. hard neutron flux, fuel that can be reprocessed but 
synergies with the HTR development can bring mutual benefit. The significant role of 
GCFR in the holistic fuel cycle has also be confirmed 
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2.6 Future Programme: Realisation of the Potential of GCFRs 

As envisaged in the FP5 proposal a continuing programme is proposed (for FP6) 
which concentrates on the key areas of the technology that could lead to 
industrialisation of the GCFR as a sustainable energy source for electricity generation 
in the medium to long term and is a flexible facility to manage nuclear materials. 
Whilst the GCFR project can build on the technological base provided by the existing 
gas reactors, which were the subject of this FP5 review, innovative concepts are an 
important feature for enhanced safety and reduced cost. It is also important to take 
advantage, where possible, of the research programmed for the HTR that has the 
objective of industrialisation in the short to medium term.  
 
The key areas of GCFR development and R&D are: 

- Fuel and fuel cycle  
- Materials 
- Safety (including enhancement of natural characteristics)  
- Reactor system including the power conversion system (direct cycle 

option) 
 
The evolutionary concepts based on commercial thermal reactors incorporating an 
LMFR based core, demonstrated to high burn up in prototype reactors, provide the 
confidence that gas cooled fast reactors can achieve the goals set for GCFR. The 
studies, which have been undertaken under FP5 and elsewhere, have established the 
potential for GCFR technology with respect to the objectives: 

- High fuel utilisation and waste minimisation 
- Improved safety 
- Improved economics and  
- Good operability and reliability 

 
The previous studies have also established the flexibility of the GCFR to accept a 
wide range of plutonium qualities and minor actinides.  
 
Higher temperature fuel is a key challenge which can lead to improved and simplified 
safety and improved economics for the conventional steam cycle and particularly for 
the direct gas turbine cycle. The interest in higher temperature fuel and materials is 
independent of the coolant gas although ultimately the coolant may influence the 
temperature limits. The early GCFR studies established the potential of high 
temperature fuel and structural materials but retained the secure basis of the proven 
LMFR core because of the lack of confidence in the materials at that time. Both the 
conventional pin clad using advanced materials and coated particle fuels have the 
potential for higher temperatures. The challenge for the latter, beyond those being 
faced for HTR, are to have coatings which can resist the hard neutron spectrum, 
contain the fission products of the fast reactor, and be readily reprocessed, an 
essential requirement for sustainability in terms of both fuel utilisation and waste 
management.  
 
The evolutionary GCFR reactor concepts have relied on the economy of scale for 
economic competitivity whereas the current trend for the HTR pursues modularity 
and small units leading to simplified safety systems and short construction times. The 
GCFR safety system design which is eventually developed may not be constrained by 
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plant size, in the same way as it is for the modular HTRs, and larger plants can 
eventually benefit from modularity so plant size should remain an open parameter. 
The reactor vessel type, steel or prestressed concrete, should also be investigated for 
its appropriate safety role and plant size and cost implications. The approach 
proposed for the GCFR concepts is not to predetermine the size but to determine the 
extent to which the overall objectives are influenced by plant size and whether the 
plant size can have the flexibility to meet a range of potential markets. 
 
Both helium and CO2 coolants are candidates for the gas cooled reactors; the former 
as the coolant for the HTRs and the later having most commercial reactor experience. 
Helium has the benefit of synergy of technology with HTR where it is the choice for 
achieving high temperatures and direct cycle. On the other hand CO2 coolant has been 
used at higher circuit temperatures than are possible with current LMFR based cores 
and can bring benefits for safety and economics. There are important differences 
between the coolants which will be evaluated including:  

- Economics (plant cost and cycle efficiency) 
- Safety (depressurisation faults, passive DHR capability) 
- Breeding rates and burning rates 
- Coolant chemistry and corrosion 

 
Important outputs from the project will be: 

- Establish a consistent specification for GCFR (competitivity, waste 
minimisation, safety...)  

- Preparation of a Roadmap for GCFR development 
- Propose reactor and fuel cycle concepts and attractive options 
- Identify GCFR R&D requirements in areas of common technology 

development with other gas cooled systems and particularly HTR and 
ADS (innovative fuel, high temperature materials, gas circuit technology, 
core physics and irradiation testing...) 

- Identify and undertake initial R&D in the key areas which are particular 
to the GCFR technology (safety, core fluence, hard neutron spectrum, 
reprocessable fuel, modularity ...)  

- Input to the Generation IV programme on GCFR 
 
A GCFR project focusing on the key features and technologies is proposed, with a 
flexible approach appropriate to the long-term goals, initially avoiding polarisation on 
a specific design. The parameters include: 

- Higher temperature fuel and structural materials for improved thermal 
efficiency and safety 

- Plant size (no need to anticipate the market place a number of decades 
ahead) 

- Direct and indirect cycle 
- Coolant type He and CO2 (and possibly other alternatives) 
- Reactor vessel type 

 
Proposed examples of the projects: 

- High temperature core and fuel including R&D and irradiation tests 
- Core design for flexibility to breed or incinerate 
- Impact of the fuel cycle 
- Core design to enhance safety (DHR, transients, Beyond Design Basis)  
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- Passive safety features 
- Containment requirements 
- Reactor vessel options 
- Direct cycle implementation 
- Roadmap 

 
It is envisaged that there would be work packages for Safety, Fuel and Core, Fuel 
Cycle, Materials and Irradiation Tests. It is important to have partners from 
organisations active in the fields of R&D, reactor systems and the fuel and fuel cycle. 
The critical mass in terms of the organisations represented and skills and experience 
was achieved by the grouping of partners that was established for FP5.  
 
The enormous investment in gas reactor and fast reactor technology that has been 
made in Europe and not matched anywhere else in the world serves as the platform 
for GCFR concepts. The GCFR project is an important contribution to maintaining 
the European leading position in this technology. Also, as an active project, it 
provides the best means of knowledge retention and preserving the value of the 
investment in the technology. 
 
The US led Generation IV initiative includes gas cooled fast reactors as one of 6 
selected concepts and the FP6 GCFR project can be a significant European 
contribution. The GCFR project can serve as the focal point for a number of FP6 
activities that relate to the FR and its fuel cycle to maximise the visibility of the 
European contribution to the Generation IV initiative. As a contributor to the 
Generation IV initiative the GCFR project would gain benefit from the collaboration 
which may develop. 
 
The HTR projects, aimed at the short to medium term, have, in principle, the same 
technological base so full benefit must be taken of the synergies in the R&D 
programmes. The possibility to accommodated R&D aimed at the longer-term 
requirements of the GCFR project, as a complement to the HTR project, should be 
explored and maximised. There are also potential synergies with the gas cooled 
option for the Accelerator Driven Systems (FP5)  
 
The GCFR project can also benefit the HTR development because of the facility that 
it provides to evaluate the longer term potential of some concepts of common interest 
without distracting from the focus which is required to achieve the short to medium 
term implementation of HTR. 
 
Alternative markets to electricity generation are being explored for HTR and may 
ultimately establish a role for nuclear to which GCFR contributes. However it is not 
the intention to explore wider application in the FP6 project but GCFR could follow 
the HTR lead at the appropriate time. 
 
An important aspect of the project is bringing together the experience in all relevant 
technologies from the LMFR and gas reactors with innovation for the future. The 
partners proposing the GCFR project include the major players in the European Fast 
Reactor and European gas reactor projects. The partners collectively bring experience 
in all relevant technologies and are active in future system development closely 
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related to GCFR including HTR, advanced fuels, fuel reprocessing and transmutation 
including ADS.  
 
A GCFR programme because of its long term objectives would benefit from 
collaboration with partners where similar interests prevail. To this end the possibility 
of collaboration with JNC (Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute) has been 
explored during the course of the FP5 study and the first contacts have been made. 
JNC have been conducting a general review of the FR designs (including gas cooled 
designs) and participated in the project mid term review meeting. It is the intention to 
widen the collaboration for the next phase of the programme. 
 

3 Management Final Report  

3.1 List of deliverables 

The study was organised in 4 Work Packages. The Work Package deliverables 
covering the technical output from the study were compiled into a single document 
for each Work Package as follows:   
 
Work Package 1: Technical Coordination 

An overall summary report (Deliverable 14). 
The Management Reports, Cost Statements and Technical Implementation 
Plan are separate reports. 

 
Work Package 2: Review of earlier work and existing applicable technology 

A compilation of 7 reports (Deliverables 2 to 8) reviewing existing gas-cooled 
thermal reactors (Magnox & AGR, UNGG, HTR) and proposed gas-cooled 
fast reactors (ETGBR, GBR, GCFR(GA)). 
 

Work Package 3: Evaluation of the safety of the gas-cooled fast reactor 
A compilation of 4 reports (Deliverables 10 to 13) covering a proposed safety 
approach and safety principles, preliminary safety evaluations and a review of 
the safety and performance issues related to the potential use of coated particle 
fuel in GCFR 

 
Work Package 4: Integration into the nuclear fuel cycle. 

A report (Deliverable 9 phase 1 and 2) investigating the integration of the 
GCFR into the nuclear fuel cycle, including the design implications 

 
The list of Deliverables, the date of first issue and the planned date of first issue are 
given in the following table: 
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Table 2 List of Deliverables  

No Deliverable title WP Delivery 

Date 

Delivery 
date / 

First Issue 

Partner 

D1 Technology Implementation Plan -  prelim. 
 mid-term 
 final 

1 2 
13 
24 

2 
13 
26 

NNC 

D2 Review of the UK Magnox and AGR reactors 2 8 9 NNC 

D3 Review of the French UNGG reactor 2 8 12 CEA 

D4 Review of the thermal HTR 2 8 12 F-ANP 

D5 Review of the UK Existing Technology Gas-cooled Breeder 
Reactor (ETGBR) 

2 8 11 NNC 

D6 Review of the European Gas Breeder Reactor Association’s 
gas-cooled fast reactor (GBR) 

2 8 11 EAI 

D7 Review of General Atomic’s Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) 2 8 12 CEA/ 

F-ANP 

D8 Review of the proposed use of coated particle fuel in gas-cooled 
fast reactor projects 

2 8 12 NRG 

D9 GCFR integration in the fuel cycle 

- preliminary (Phase 1 results) 

- final (including Phase 2 results) 

4  

9 

21 

 

9 

22 

BNFL 

D10 Basic safety approach and safety principles for a gas-cooled fast 
reactor 

3 21 13 CEA/ 

F-ANP 

D11 Preliminary design base safety evaluation of the gas-cooled fast 
reactor 

3 21 22 NNC 

D12 Preliminary beyond design base safety evaluation of the gas-
cooled fast reactor 

3 21 22 CEA 

D13 Safety and performance aspects of coated particle fuel for a gas-
cooled fast reactor 

3 21 25 NRG 

D14 Overall project summary report 1 24 +2 26 NNC 

 
 

3.2  Comparison of initially planned activities and work actually accomplished. 

The planned activities were completed and documents made available for discussion 
as appropriate at either the mid term meeting, which was held on 25 and 26 
September 2001, or the final meeting, which was held on 25 June 2002. The mid term 
meeting was delayed until after the summer vacation period and as a consequence the 
time was used in completing the first phase deliverables which resulted in some delay 
in the first issue of the documents. On the other hand the delay proved useful in 
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bringing forward the first issue of Deliverable 10, Basic safety approach and safety 
principles for a gas-cooled fast reactor, which was required earlier than previously 
planned to set the basis for the safety transient studies as part of the second phase 
Deliverables 11 and 12. 
 
There have been a number of additional requirements, which have involved all the 
partners, and particularly the coordinator in activities beyond those anticipated when 
planning the study and required additional resource. The coordination task has also 
been significantly more demanding both in leading the project and satisfying the 
Commission requirements for reporting and administration.  
 
The additional requirements include the following:  
 
FISA 2001 paper 
A paper was prepared for the FISA conference covering the work completed by the 
mid point of the study. The paper was subsequently presented at the conference, 
which was held in Luxembourg from 12-14 November 2001.  
 
GCFR paper for publication 
A paper was prepared suitable for publication in a technical journal with the original 
intention that it would be published an issue of Nuclear Engineering and Design 
devoted to some selected topics from the FISA 2001. 
 
MICANET Seminar and FP6 
A seminar was held by MICANET WP3 in order to inform the group of the most 
recent trends in the systems, which at the time were considered the most probable to 
be selected for the future FP6 research programme. The coordinators of a number of 
FP5 reactor studies, including the GCFR coordinator, were invited to make an input 
on their respective systems. Following the seminar the MICANET partners will 
prepare an industrial perspective and point of view on the R&D projects. 
The GCFR presentation was based on the original FP5 proposal on the basis that it 
had been agreed between the GCFR partners and time was short for making a revised 
proposal. After the seminar a revised proposal was outlined which harmonised more 
with the MICANET direction. This reduced the polarisation on 2 specific designs 
(large evolutionary and small modular innovative) to have a more flexible approach 
appropriate to the long-term goals and also the identification of R&D as an important 
output. This proposal was the basis of the Expression of Interest that was prepared for 
FP6 and the work programme outline in chapter 2.6 above. 
 
FP5 continuity 
There is an ongoing requirement to promote the FP5 GCFR activities and not least to 
ensure that the European experience is brought to the benefit of the GEN IV 
programme where the Gas Cooled Fast reactor has been selected as one of 6 reactor 
systems to be developed. Europe has a leading position in the world on the relevant 
technologies of the gas coolant and fast reactor core. This leading position should be 
preserved and used to the benefit of European interests. 
 
ICAPP 2003 
The 2003 International Congress on Advanced Nuclear Power Plants  (ICAPP) will 
take place in Cordoba, Spain from 4 to 7 May 2003. This is an important conference 
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particularly for the international collaboration. A paper summarising the FP5 GCFR 
study is proposed and an abstract submitted.  
 

3.3  Management and co-ordination aspects  

It was necessary to change the coordinator during the first year of the study due to a 
change of responsibilities within NNC. Whilst NNC regretted the need for the change, 
a replacement coordinator with extensive experience in the fast reactor field was 
proposed, and a smooth transition was achieved. Otherwise the performance of the 
consortium and the individual partners was as intended. All partners are convinced of the 
role of the GCFR in the future energy supply and are highly motivated. 
 
A limited collaboration with JNC (Japan) was established during the study. This 
participation was welcomed by both the partners and the EC. JNC made a 
presentation of their work on GCFR and its place in the fast reactor development 
programme in Japan at the mid term meeting and provided an update at the final 
meeting. The prospects for closer collaboration with for example shared tasks were 
discussed at the final meeting and remain a prospect for FP6. The contact will be 
maintained and arrangements agreed when the FP6 future programme is agreed. 
The possibility of establishing collaboration with Tokyo Institute of Technology has 
also been raised following informal contact with NNC. This will also be reviewed 
when the FP6 future programme is agreed. 
 
The name and contact details of the persons to be contacted concerning the follow-up 
of the project is as follows: 
 

C.H.Mitchell 
Booths Hall, 
Chelford Road, 
Knutsford WA16 8NQ 
Cheshire, 
England 
Email: Colin.Mitchell@nnc.co.uk 
Telephone: (44) 1565 843156 

 
4 Summary of Final Report (Non Confidential) 

4.1 Introduction 

Circumstances have changed significantly since the gas cooled fast reactors were first 
considered during the 1970s and 80s. That was a time of rapid growth in nuclear 
capacity and in preparation for the large-scale penetration of fast reactor in the 
market, a single minded deployment of resources on the development of the LMFBR 
was made worldwide. The efficiency of the sodium coolant in heat transfer and heat 
transport allowed high specific power ratings of the fuel which minimised the 
plutonium inventory and maximised the rate of deployment. To compete with the 
LMFBR the gas cooled fast reactor designs required enhanced gas coolant pressures 
and gas circulator power going well beyond the then current conditions in the gas 
cooled thermal reactors. As well as increasing the capital cost this introduced 
challenging safety problems. The case for GCFR was further compounded by the poor 
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early experience with construction and operation of the gas cooled thermal reactors 
particularly in the UK where the second generation reactors, the AGRs, were being 
deployed as the mainstay of the nuclear programme. 
 
Today’s situation is very different, with adequate plutonium stocks to fuel any 
envisaged fast reactor programme, so the high specifications of the gas cooled core 
design is no longer an essential requirement. This improves the economics and safety 
characteristics of the GCFR and brings the specification of the coolant pressures 
within the experience on the thermal reactors. The basic LMFBR core design has 
been demonstrated to high burnup well in excess of those used in the early GCFR 
studies and can be adapted to the gas cooled reactor conditions. Additionally the 
experience with the gas cooled thermal reactors in the UK, the only country that 
continued to pursue a commercial programme, was good with high reactor 
availabilities. The gas-cooled reactors also have good inspectability and 
maintainability characteristics in contrast to liquid metal reactors, which have been 
increasingly challenged to meet current requirements.   
  
This changed situation has led to a resurgence of interest in GCFRs and the current 
study was undertaken against this background. The objectives of the studies was to 
review the previously studied technologies that could allow realisation of a gas-
cooled fast reactor, to evaluate the main safety characteristics and the safety 
feasibility of the concept, and to investigate the integration of a gas-cooled fast 
reactor into the nuclear fuel cycle. 
 

4.2 Objectives 

The objectives of the proposed studies were: 
1. to review earlier gas thermal reactor experience and gas FR studies for their 

relevance in to the realisation of a gas-cooled fast reactor today,  
2. to evaluate the main safety characteristics and the safety feasibility of the 

concept, and  
3. to investigate the integration of a gas-cooled fast reactor into the nuclear fuel 

cycle. 
 

4.3 Description of the research performed  

The study was split into 3 packages as follows: 
1. Review of earlier work and existing applicable technology 

- Review of earlier GCFR projects and available technology 
- Review of other gas reactor projects that have the potential to assist 

realisation of the GCFR 
2. Evaluation of the safety of the gas-cooled fast reactor 

- Basic safety approach and safety principles for a gas cooled fast reactor 
- Evaluation of the safety of the gas cooled fast reactor concept 
- Specific safety aspects related to the use of coated particle fuel 

3. Integration into the nuclear fuel cycle. 
 
The first objective of the study was to review earlier gas thermal reactor experience 
and gas FR studies for their relevance to the realisation of a gas-cooled fast reactor 
today.  
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As well as the CO2 cooled thermal reactors, for which there is most operating 
experience, the early experience with the helium cooled, coated particle fuel 
technology of the HTRs in Europe and the USA were also reviewed as was the 
potential of the modular designs (GT-MHR and PBMR) which are derived from this 
experience for both the pin and pebble bed concepts using a direct cycle.  
 
Earlier gas cooled fast reactor designs were investigated based on the thermal reactor 
technologies using the fast reactor core being developed for the liquid metal cooled 
reactors. There was the ETGBR design that had the objective to maximise the 
utilisation of the AGR experience and so maintain the most important parameters of 
that system, and the GCFR of General Atomics that used HTR helium technology as 
its basis. On the other hand the GBR was four concepts based on combinations of the 
HTR and AGR technologies e.g. CO2 and helium coolant, oxide and particle fuel. 
 
Consideration was given to how the general safety approaches adopted in the earlier 
GCFR projects may need to change to meet modern safety and performance 
requirements, as typified, for example, by the European Utility Requirements (EUR) 
document.  This was the precursor to a preliminary investigation of the safety 
feasibility of the GCFR concept.  Important safety issues in both the Design Base and 
in the Beyond Design Base and specific safety and performance aspects of coated 
particle fuel for a gas-cooled fast reactor were identified and evaluated.  
 
Integration of the gas-cooled fast reactor into the overall fuel cycle and the 
optimisation of the fuel cycle as a whole were considered (fabrication, reprocessing, 
waste management).  Also any requirements or constraints on the reactor design or 
operation that could lead to an overall benefit to the whole fuel cycle were identified. 
 

4.4 Main achievements  

(i) Review the previously studied technologies. 

The underlying concern was to ensure that the GCFR development took benefit from 
the design and extensive operational experience that is available from the reactors that 
have used gas coolants. It was recognised that whilst all the reactors that had been in 
service had a thermal core with different performance and safety characteristics there 
was much of the technology that was of common interest arising from the experience 
with a pressurised gas coolant.    
 
This first phase of the study has yielded a substantial summary of each project and a 
commentary from today’s perspective. The systems reviewed start with the origins of 
the nuclear programmes in France (UNGG reactors) and the United Kingdom 
(MAGNOX reactors) and trace the development from these early natural uranium 
fuelled, CO2 cooled thermal reactors successively improved up to the oxide fuelled 
AGR which became the basis of the UK commercial system.  
 
All the thermal reactors for which there is extensive operational experience used scale 
to achieve economic competitivity. Each of the gas cooled FR design concepts were 
developed in continuity with this trend, which leads to medium to large reactors and 
the use of a prestressed concrete reactor vessel. Introducing the fast reactor core offers 
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significant simplification by elimination of the moderator and the coolant flow circuit. 
Much encouragement can be draw from this experience for future GCFRs in terms of 
design, coolant technology and operability at temperatures in excess of the LMFBR 
based core (e.g. AGR core outlet 6500C).  
 
More recently the modular HTR development is showing the potential of using small 
reactors with modular construction, high temperature coated particle fuel and 
simplified safety systems for economic competitivity. Whilst the solutions for GCFR 
may differ from those of HTR the general direction of modular reactors has been 
shown to be of interest.  
 

(ii) Safety characteristics and the safety feasibility of the GCFR concept  

The second objective was to evaluate the main safety characteristics and the safety 
feasibility of the concept. This was done by first establishing the general safety 
approach and principles for a modern gas-cooled fast reactor based on the future 
requirements for both European LWR and LMFBR plants with appropriate changes 
and supplements for gas cooled concepts. This was used to judge the outcome of 
typical, but limited in number, Design Basis and Beyond Design Basis transient 
representative of CO2 and helium cooled GCFRs. 
 
For each transient selected it was demonstrated that adequate protection, according to 
the defence in depth principles, could be readily achieved, justifying the classification 
of the unprotected transients well into the BDB. Also implementation of additional 
passive shutdown means is feasible, according to the practice for risk minimisation 
introduced for EFR. 
 
The preliminary core damage scenario study indicated a mild outcome firstly for the 
energy release from the first phase of the accident and secondly that the core melt is 
not generalised to the whole core Consequently the risk of a coherent core re-
compaction in a second phase of the accident is minimised.  
 
It was concluded that both gas cooled concepts are considered as feasible from a 
safety viewpoint. Within the limitation of the analysis some advantages were noted 
for CO2 over He cooled fast reactors but such a definitive comparison was beyond the 
scope of the study and will have to be reviewed in future particularly if more 
innovative reactor design options are implemented, including a direct conversion 
cycle with higher gas temperatures or/and an innovative fuel core. 
 
An alternative safety approach has been illustrated by the recent modular HTR. These 
concepts show an inherent safety behaviour due in part to efficient reactivity 
feedbacks and a high fuel temperature limit (1600°C). This offers the possibility to 
simplify and reduce the conventional engineered safety systems and is important for 
achieving economic competitivity for a small plant. Such a characteristic is not fully 
compatible with a high-performance Fast Reactor (i.e. high neutron flux, hard 
spectrum), for which high power density and low core material contents are required. 
Never the less a high temperature fuel can bring safety as well as economic 
advantages for GCFRs and inherent safety can be implemented by alternative devices 
to shutdown the core and cool by natural circulation. 
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(iii) Integration of a gas-cooled fast reactor into the nuclear fuel cycle. 

The third objective was achieved to establish the flexibility of a gas-cooled fast 
reactor into the nuclear fuel cycle by investigating the role:  

- As a breeder reactor,  
- As an incinerator of plutonium and minor actinides arising from a nuclear 

park consisting of thermal as well as fast reactors, and  
- As a self sustaining reactor producing the minimum of waste materials. 

 
Two characteristics of the GCFR are important in determining its flexibility in the 
fuel cycle, the safety characteristic and the hard neutron spectrum. The coolant void 
coefficient in a sodium cooled fast reactors can become unacceptably high when fuels 
containing degraded plutonium or minor actinides are utilised. The studies reviewed 
have shown that with a gaseous coolant, the neutronic effect on the safety 
characteristics of the core is small.  Secondly, an absence of neutron scattering by the 
coolant results in a harder neutron spectrum with improved ability for effective 
transmutation of the higher plutonium isotopes and the minor actinides, as well as 
certain long-lived fission products.   
 
Traditionally the role envisaged for fast reactors was to maximise the utilisation of the 
uranium resource. This can only be achieved with a fast reactor in its role as a 
breeder. This potential was demonstrated by studies conducted two or three decades 
ago which showed that high fissile plutonium production rates of at least 30 kg/TWeh 
could be achieved consistent with a doubling time of typically 12 to 15 years and a 
contemporary limit on peak fuel burn-up of 100 GWd/t. Such breeding rates are not 
now foreseen, at least in the medium term, and a self sustaining GCFR with only a 
slight breeding gain can utilise the vast reserve of depleted uranium arising from the 
thermal reactors. Such a system can conform to the key goals of the holistic fuel 
cycle, namely waste minimisation, maximised utilisation of resources and security of 
energy supply.  
 
More recently there has been interest in the versatility of the reactor to manage 
plutonium stocks and consume minor actinides and still operate as an economic 
electricity generator.  The GCFR core when optimised for plutonium consumption 
can achieve consumption rates in the range 47 to 57 kg/TWeh depending on the origin 
of the feed fuel and can safely consume plutonium having a wider range of isotopic 
compositions than is possible with sodium cooled cores. An additional conclusion of 
the investigation was that no significant design modifications to the GCFR reactor 
core were necessary to utilise a wide range of plutonium compositions.   
A gas-cooled fast reactor dedicated to minor actinide burning has also been studied. 
This used nitride fuel with a moderator to soften the neutron spectrum and achieve an 
acceptable Doppler constant. For a core fuelled with minor actinides only some 
plutonium is needed to counter the increase of reactivity with burn-up and this makes 
possible a single batch fuel cycle. Such a core has the potential to burn minor 
actinides at a rate of about 130 kg/TWeh with a concomitant plutonium production 
rate of about 20 kg/TWeh.   
 
The potential flexibility of GCFR within the fuel cycles using existing technology for 
the fuel and reprocessing is established and promising lines of development have been 
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identified consistent with the goals of the holistic fuel cycle, improve the 
performance, reduce costs, minimise waste and improve the proliferation resistance. 

 
(iv) Conclusion  

The study provides further confirmation that the GCFR concepts are securely based 
on the gas cooled thermal reactor technology and the fast reactor core demonstrated in 
the European LMFBRs. By examination of selected key transients it was 
demonstrated that adequate protection and defence in depth could be provided and 
modern safety requirements satisfied. The fuel cycle review illustrates the flexibility 
of the GCFR to adapt to the changing requirements of the fuel cycle from the 
traditional high breeding rates, to the managing the plutonium stock pile and the self 
sustaining holistic fuel cycle. In fact a remarkable degree of flexibility is possible for 
breeding and burning plutonium with a broad range of compositions without the need 
for a change in the design. 

 
Whilst a self sustaining GCFR can be safe, economic and securely based on proven 
technology it is also a vehicle for development that can be realised in the medium 
term. The development would be directed at the safety and economics with interest in 
higher temperature fuels, inherent safety characteristics, materials and cycle 
efficiency. This development needs to be directed at the particular requirements of a 
self sustaining fast reactor e.g. hard neutron flux and fuel that can be reprocessed but 
synergies with the HTR and ADS development can bring mutual benefit. 
 

4.5 Exploitation and dissemination 

The FP5 study is a starting point for the renewed interest in GCFR and will be used in 
the first place to develop a consistent roadmap. The study results will therefore be 
exploited by the partners in the FP6 GCFR project and are not an end in themselves.  
 
The study provides a knowledge and awareness of the relevance of the available 
experience from the design, safety provisions and operation of thermal gas cooled 
reactors and previous GCFR design studies. It establishes a level of confidence that 
GCFR safety can meet modern safety requirements and importantly that a GCFR can 
be designed as a sustainable energy source and have great flexibility to be adapted to 
other roles in the fuel cycle including management of the plutonium stock pile and 
minor actinide incineration.  
 
These studies can be exploited as an initial European contribution to the Generation 
IV programme where GCFR has been selected as one of the 6 reactor concepts. They 
also have a role in preserving and enhancing the European expertise for future 
generations. 
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5 Abbreviations 

AGR  Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor 
AVR  Arbeitsgemeneinshaft Versuchsreaktor 
C&I  Control and Instrumentation 
DHR  Decay Heat Removal 
EFR  European Fast Reactor 
EGCR  Enhanced Gas Cooled Reactor  
ETGBR Existing Technology Gas Breeder Reactor 
EU  European Union 
EUR  European Utilities Requirements 
FSV  Fort St. Vrain (HTR) 
FR   Fast Reactor 
GBR  Gas Breeder Reactor 
GBRA  (European) Gas Breeder Reactor Association 
GCFR  Gas Cooled Fast Reactor 
GCFR(GA) General Atomics GCFR 
GT-MHR Gas Turbine Modular Helium Reactor 
HBA  Helium Breeder Associates (US led consortium) 
HTR  High Temperature Reactor 
LMFR  Liquid Metal Fast Reactor 
LWR  Light Water Reactor 
PBMR  Pebble Bed Modular Reactor 
PCPV  Prestressed Concrete Pressure Vessel 
PSA  Probabilistic Safety Assessment 
THTR  Thorium High Temperature Reactor 
UNGG  Natural Uranium Graphite Gas reactor 
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Table 3 Main Parameters 
 ETGBR 

(UK) 
GBR4(1) 
(Europe) 

GCFR 
(General 
Atomics) 

Magnox AGR 
(typical most 

recent 2) 

UNGG  
(typical most 

recent 3) 

HTR 
PBMR  

(GT-MHR) 
Type Fast Fast Fast Thermal Thermal Thermal Thermal 
Status Design 

late 1970s 
Design 1974 Design 1982 Operated  

1956-today 
Operated 
19—to today 

Operated 
1971 to 1992 

Design today.. 
<4 Earlier 
HTRs 
operated up to 
21 years> 

Power 
MW(e) 

1320 1200 375 138 to 590 660 each (twin 
reactors) 

500 116 (278) 

Coolant CO2 He He CO2 CO2 CO2 He 
Outlet 
Temp. 0C 

525 565 525 345 to 402 635 410 900 (850) 

Coolant 
Pressure 
(bar) 

42 90 107 9.6 to 27.5 42 40 70 (71) 

Thermal 
efficiency % 

39 35 
 

33 25 to 35 40 30 45 (48) 

Pumping 
Power (%) 

7.3% 
96Mw 

10 6  6  4 (4) 

 
1. The European Bas Breeder Reactor Association had 4 concepts (GBR1 to 4) with concepts using coated particle fuel and coolant 

pressures up to 120 bar and 7000C 
2. Heysham Tornes are the most recent AGR plants 
3. St-Laurent-des-Eaux A2 represents UNGG system development 

Table 4 Reactor Design  
 ETGBR 

(UK) 
GBR4 

(Europe) 
GCFR 

(General 
Atomics) 

Magnox AGR 
(typical most 

recent ) 

UNGG 
(typical most 

recent) 

HTR 
PBMR  

(GT-MHR) 
Reactor 
Vessel type 

Prestressed 
Concrete 

Prestressed 
Concrete  
 

Prestressed 
Concrete 

Steel 
(concrete last 
plants) 

Prestressed 
Concrete 

Prestressed 
Concrete 

Steel 

Configuration Integrated 
boilers round 
core 

Integrated boilers 
round core 
(previously 
GBR4 was 
podded like 
GBR1, 2 and 3)  

Integrated 
Podded 
boilers 

External 
boilers 

Integrated 
boilers round 
core 

Integrated 
boilers below 
core 

Direct cycle 
Separate 
vessels 

Core flow Upwards Upwards Upwards Upwards Upwards Downwards Downwards 
(Downwards) 

RV size dia/ht 
m 

 32.5/- 28.7 dia 40m 
high 

Spherical 18.6 
to 29.3 
Cyl. Up to 
23.5 dia 

31.9 dia. 34.8 
high 

Vertical hex. 
prism within 
33m dia. 48high  

6.4 dia. 21.2 
high 
(8.6 dia. 31.1 
high) 

Structural 
materials 

  Austenitic SS  High Temp. 
Internals: St. 
St. RV liner + 
core support: 
high Silicon 
mild St. 

 RV SA508 
(RV 10Cr-
9Mo-V-Nb 
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Table 5 Core and Fuel Cycle 
ETGBR

(UK) 
GBR4 

(Europe) 
GCFR 

(General Atomics) 
Magnox AGR

(typical most recent) 
UNGG PBMR

(GT-MHR) 
Core 2 zone core + blanket 3 zone core +blanket 3 zone core + blanket Graphite bricks Graphite Graphite Both are annular cores. 

Spherical - pebble bed 
(Block) 

Fuel UO2 and PuO2 fuel UO2 and PuO2 fuel UO2 and PuO2 fuel Nat U metal fuel UO2 fuel 
(U slightly enriched) 

Nat U UO2 Enriched up to 8.5% 
(UO2 or PuO2 Enriched 
14%) 

Fuel cladding 
and Wrappers 

Pins St St 316 
(or a nimonic alloy 
such PE16) 

Pins GBR1 and 4  
St St AISI 316L 
GBR4 vented pins 
(Coated particle GBR 
2 and 3) 

Pins &  Wrappers St 
St 316 Niobium 
stabilized 
Pins with pressure 
equalisation 

Mg-Al can St St pins 20Cr/25Ni Mg-Zr can TRISO: particles kernel 
0.5mm dia. coated with 
layers of pyrolitic carbon 
and silicon carbide to 
1mm dia. 

Fuel Assembly LMFBR based 
Hexagonal fuel 
elements on 212 mm 
pitch with 163 pins 8.24 
mm dia. on 12.8 mm 
pitch 
 

LMFBR based 
Hexagonal fuel 
elements on 226 mm 
pitch with 331 pins 7.7 
mm dia. on 11.65 mm 
pitch 
 

LMFBR based 
Hexagonal 203mm 
A/F with 265 pins 8 
mm dia 

Up to 49200 elements 
in up to 6150 
channels 
 

Cluster 36 pins in 
graphite sleeves  
8 clusters/stringer in a 
channel. 
332 channels 

 Sphere 50mm dia TRISO 
particles with 5 mm 
graphite protective shell. 
(Block with fuel pins. 10 
blocks/column and 102 
columns.) 

Clad max temp 650 725 to be confirmed 750  850 515 16000C 
Core Power 
density MW/m3 

50 MW/m3 approx 73 MW/m3 140 MW/m3   1 MW/m3 3.2 MW/m3 1.36 MW/m3 4.3 (6.6) MW/m3 

Fuel liner rating 210 W/cm 400 W/cm   165 W/cm   
Peak Burnup 10%max  75GWd/t 100 GWd/t   3.5%max  35GWd/t 6.5 GWd/t - (80) GWd/t 
Peak Fluence  6x1022 n/cm2     2.1x1021 n/cm2 
Fuel Inventory Pu 11 Te (7.84Te/GWe) 

U ? Te (? Te/GWe) 
  230 to 595 Te 

(300 to 400 Te/GWe) 
114Te (170 Te/GWe)  2.394 Te (20Te/GWe) 

Breeding gain 0.4        - - - -
Refueling  Pantograph

Off – load 
depressurised refueling 
1 batch.4 year 
residence 

Pantograph 
Off – load refueling 3 
batch.1/3 removed 
each year 3 year 
residence  

Direct Lift / multi 
penetration 
Off – load 3 batch 1/3 
removed at (330 
EFPD)  

On-load  
External machine 
removes individual 
elements from 
channels 

On-load (30% power) 
External machine to 
individual channels 
removes stringer 

On-load  
1/3 core/yr approx. 
External machine 
to individual 
channels 

On-load 4880 
spheres/day 370 new 
spheres 10 core passes 
(Off – load 50% removed 
at 16 months) 
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Table 6 Safety Features and Characteristics 
ETGBR

(UK) 
GBR4 

(Europe) 
GCFR 

(General Atomics) 
Magnox 

(reflects upgrades for 
life extension) 

AGR 
(typical most recent 2)

UNGG (typical 
most recent 3) 

HTR 
PBMR  

(GT-MHR) 
Shutdown 2 Diverse systems 2 independent systems 2 independent systems  2 Diverse systems 2 independent systems 2 diverse systems 
Shutdown          Self shutdown

capability 
Self shutdown
capability 

Decay Heat
Removal 

 Pony motors 
guaranteed supply. 
Diverse DHR systems  
 

Pony motors, 
Independent 
emergency system 

Pony motors, 
Independent 
emergency system 

Pony motors 
guaranteed supply. 
DHR by main boilers 
with diverse boiler 
feed. 
Large thermal inertia – 
slow response. 

Pony motors 
guaranteed supply. 
Diverse DHR systems. 
Large thermal inertia – 
slow response. 

Main circulators, DHR 
lacks diversity. 
Large thermal inertia – 
slow response. 

Natural cooling 
rejecting heat from the 
RV. 
Large thermal inertia – 
slow response. 

Decay Heat 
Removal 

 Nat circ possible 
pressurized reactor 

Nat circ possible 
pressurized reactor 

Some Nat. circ 
capability 

Nat circ with 
pressurized reactor 

Not designed for Nat. 
Circ. 

Natural cooling with 
depressurized reactor 

Depressurization 
accident 

1 decay heat boilers / 
main circulators / air-
cooled ultimate heat 
sink  
2 main boilers / natural 
circulation on gas side 
/  water cooling  
ultimate heat sink 

Penetration double seal 
failure. 
Requires reactor trip 
and DHR 2oo3 
emergency loops 

Requires reactor trip 
and DHR 2oo3 
emergency loops 

Requires reactor trip 
and DHR 2oo4 
emergency loops or 
1oo4 for 2 bar pressure 

     Natural cooling.
Conduction and 
radiation within the 
RV. Can ignore helium 
convection  

Containment 
Barriers 

  Fuel/clad+
PCRV+lined building 

Fuel/clad+ 
PCRV+lined building 

  Fuel/clad+ PCRV  Fuel/clad+ PCRV Fuel/clad + steel RV 

Reactor Building  Double barrier (steel + 
concrete) 

Double barrier (steel + 
prestressed concrete) 

 Not confinement Not confinement  Not confinement

 
 



 

Table 7 Main components 
 ETGBR 

(UK) 
GBR4* 

(Europe) 
GCFR 

(General 
Atomics) 

Magnox AGR 
(typical most 

recent 2) 

UNGG 
(typical most 

recent 3) 

HTR 
PBMR  

(GT-MHR) 
Circulator 
type 

Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric 
synchronus 
motor 
Variable speed 
for flow control 
Single stage 
radial flow 

Electric motor Steam turbine 
drive, 
Semi-axial flow 

Turbine 
Compressor 

(Turbine 
Compressor) 

Ciculators/rea
ctor 

8  3 3 8  2  HP & LP 
(1) 

Circulator 
Flow 
Delta P 

   
930 kg/s 
2.4 bar 

    

Boiler type Once through  Once through 
helical coil 

 Once through Finned tube in 
cross flow in 
26+4 towers 

Direct cycle 
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Figure. 1  UNGG: St Laurent A1 and A2 Reactor Elevation   
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Figure. 2 MAGNOX Reactor Elevation 
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Figure. 3 AGR Reactor Elevation 

 
 

Figure. 4 EGCR Reactor Elevation 
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Figure. 5 HTR: PBMR Power system 

 

Figure. 6 HTR: GT-MHR Power System  
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Figure. 7 Fast Reactor: ETGBR 
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Figure. 8 Fast Reactor: GBR4 
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Figure. 9 Fast Reactor: GCFR (GA) 
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Figure. 10 HTR Triso Coated Particle  
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Figure. 11 Fast Reactor: Coated Particle SA for GBR2 
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